APPENDIX H-2
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN
SAMPLE EMERGENCY EVACUATION MAP

The United States Department of Labor - Occupational Safety and Health Administration has an interactive tool to assist with Emergency Plan Maps. The following URL will access this information:  https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/etools/evacuation/floorplan_demo.html

Include:

- Primary and secondary egress routes.
- Fire extinguisher, fire alarm pull stations, first aid and AED (medical defibrillator) locations.
- A “You Are Here” location to indicate where the map you are viewing is located.
- All elevator and stair locations.
- A place to meet outside and away from the building.
- A legend that illustrates and explains your map.

This is sample map from their interactive tool:

Evacuation Elements » OSHA’s Interactive Floorplan Example